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Latin Dictionary
Collins Latin Concise Dictionary
A clear and compact guide to the Latin language especially designed for both reference and revision. The approach reflects the traditions of the Cambridge Latin Course, but the guide will
prove helpful to all students of Latin, whatever course they have followed. This volume represents a straightforward and practical approach to the study of Latin grammar for the contemporary
student.

Collins Latin Dictionary
A comprehensive Latin-English dictionary, containing translations of many words and phrases, the Collins Latin Dictionary is an ideal companion for anyone studying Classical or Mediaeval
Latin. The dictionary provides a comprehensive treatment of the vocabulary of texts read in school and university.

Cassell's Latin and English Dictionary
WHEELOCK'S LATIN: AUDIO FILES When Professor Frederic M. Wheelock's Latin first appeared in 1956, the reviews extolled its thoroughness, organization, and conciseness; at least one
reviewer predicted that the book "might well become the standard text" for introducing students to elementary Latin. Now, five decades later, that prediction has certainly proved accurate.
Workbook for Wheelock's Latin is an essential companion to the classic introductory textbook. Designed to supplement the course of study in Wheelock's Latin, 6th Edition, Revised, each of
the forty chapters in this newly updated edition features: Transformation drills, word and phrase translations, and other exercises to test and sharpen the student's skills "Word Power"
sections that focus on vocabulary and derivatives Reading comprehension questions and sentences for translation practice Perforated pages for hand-in homework assignments and space
for the student's name and date

Collins Dictionary and Grammar - Collins Latin Dictionary and Grammar
The 'Collins Latin Pocket Dictionary' offers the learner of Latin extensive coverage of Latin and English in a compact, handy format.

Collins Latin Essential Dictionary
The Collins Latin Pocket Dictionary offers the learner of Latin extensive coverage of Latin and English in a compact, handy format. The Collins Latin Pocket Dictionary is designed for all those
studying Latin, whether at school, or as a hobby. It is the ideal text for learners of Latin, and comes with a useful supplement of Latin phrases used in English. The Collins Latin Pocket
Dictionary offers extensive coverage of Latin and English. This dictionary includes a supplement on Latin verbs and nouns. The clear layout ensures that users find the information they want
quickly and easily. Other titles in the Collins Latin Dictionary range include: Collins Latin Dictionary and Grammar and Collins Gem Latin Dictionary.

English: Learning with Root Words
This handy and affordable quick reference guide offers extensive and relevant coverage of today's English and Arabic, with thousands of phrases and examples guiding you to the most
appropriate translation. The clear layout allows for fast and easy access when you most need it. Ideal for use on the go, at home, in the office, classroom or on vacation.

Collins Latin Dictionary
Rome is in peril The old order is changing. Centurion Aurelius Castus has been summoned back from Britain to find himself caught up in a treasonous conspiracy threatening to bring down
the Emperor Constantine. Rewarded for saving the emperor's life, Castus is promoted to the elite imperial bodyguard: the swords around the throne. But he soon discovers the court to be as
dangerous as the battlefield. Behind the gilded facade of empire lurks a nest of traitors and one relentless enemy.

The pocket Oxford Latin dictionary: Latin - English
A New Look at Language The complete Latin dictionary and grammar -- two books in one Comprehensive treatment of the vocabulary of texts read in high school and college Full step-bystep Latin grammar section Detailed verb tables covering 120 regular verbs and more than 300 irregular verbs Supplements on Roman history, life, and culture Special section of Latin words
and phrases used in contemporary English: carpe diem, quid pro quo, etc. All the information you need to know to translate the classics by Virgil, Livy, or Cicero

The Bantam New College Latin & English Dictionary
In a two-in-one reference format, this comprehensive colour dictionary is designed for students of Latin and is ideal for those who needs easy access to both a dictionary and a grammar
reference guide.

Collins French Dictionary and Grammar
A Latin Grammar
Presents a Latin-English, English-Latin dictionary with sections on basic grammar, Latin proper names, Roman history, and commonly used Latin phrases.

A Dictionary of the English Language
A companion to Bloomsbury's popular two-volume Greek to GCSE, this is the first course for Latin students that directly reflects the curriculum in a clear, concise and accessible way.
Enhanced by colour artwork and text features, the books support the new OCR specification for Latin (first teaching 2016) as well as meeting the needs of later students, both at university
and beyond. Written by two experienced school teachers, one also an examiner, the course is based on a keen understanding of what pupils find difficult, concentrating on the essentials and
on the explanation of principles in both accidence and syntax: minor irregularities are postponed and subordinated so that the need for rote learning is reduced. User-friendly, it also gives
pupils a firm foundation for further study. Part 1 covers the basics and is self-contained, with its own reference section. It outlines the main declensions, a range of active tenses and a
vocabulary of 275 Latin words to be learned. Pupil confidence is built up by constant consolidation of the material covered. After the preliminaries, each chapter concentrates on stories with
one source or subject: the Fall of Troy, the journeys of Aeneas, the founding of Rome and the early kings, providing an excellent introduction to Roman culture alongside the language study.

Collins Arabic Dictionary Essential Edition
The backbone of Henle Latin Second Year is intensive language study, including review of the first year plus new materials. Separated into four parts, Henle Latin Second Year includes
readings from Caesar's Commentaries, extensive exercises, and Latin-English vocabularies. Humanistic insight and linguistic training are the goals of the Henle Latin Series from Loyola
Press, an integrated four-year Latin course. Time-tested and teacher endorsed, this comprehensive program is designed to lead the student systematcially through the fundamentals of the
language itself and on to an appreciation of selected classic texts.

Gran Diccionario Oxford
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A bilingual dictionary containing more than 300,000 words covers basic vocabulary as well as slang, American English, and Latin American Spanish.

A Primer of Ecclesiastical Latin
Earn-lay atin-Lay? No, not that kind of Latin! You can learn true Latin, with conjugations, declensions, and all those extra syllables – and it’s easier than you think. In fact, most people
mistakenly think of learning Latin as perhaps the most useless, tedious, and difficult thing to do on earth. They couldn’t be more wrong. Latin For Dummies takes you back for a quick jaunt
through the parlance of ancient Rome, as well as discussing the progress of Latin into church language, and its status today as the “dead” language that lives on in English, Spanish, Italian,
and most other Western tongues. Written for those with zero prior knowledge of Latin, this snappy guide puts the basics at your fingertips and steers clear of the arcane, schoolmarm
stereotype of endless declensions and Herculean translations. Easy-to-understand sections describe: Latin you already know Grammar Pronunciation Latin in action Latin in law Latin in
medicine Latin for impressing your friends And much more No dusty tome or other such artifact, Latin For Dummies makes learning fun and brings the language to life by presenting
conversations in various Roman settings, as well as providing fun facts and stories about classical life. And if you feel you may actually have a negative aptitude for the language, don’t worry;
pronunciations and translations follow every expression, and a helpful mini-dictionary graces the book’s last pages. You’ll also find out about: The quotable Roman Latin graffiti Latin authors
who’s who Gladiator Latin Latin in love, marriage, and family From the mouth of Julius Caesar Romans on drink Helpful Latin-related Web sites Fun and games exercises Designed to
introduce and familiarize you with the language rather than make you the next Cicero, Latin For Dummies gives you all the tools you need to work at your own pace to learn as much or as
little as you like. So noli timere (no-lee tih-may-reh) – “have no fear” – and carpe diem (“pick up Latin For Dummies today”)!

Augustus
A Latin Grammar offers: The most accessible students' guide: clearly written explanations of key Latin grammar points in an easily navigable layout Hundreds of example sentences:
illustrating every grammar point Vocabulary list: covering all the Latin words found in the text Glossary of grammatical terms: extra support for beginners, and a handy refresher reference for
more advance students Additional information about the Roman world: special appendices on Roman dates, money, weights and measures, and names provide essential information about
the Roman world More study help: an explanation of literary terms and a list of helpful study tips give students invaluable advice on learning the language Guide to pronunciation: a guide to
how Latin was pronounced helps students bring to life this influential language

The Penguin Latin Dictionary
This authoritative and highly browsable guide provides an enlightening account of the meaning and history of Latin words and phrases that have entered the English language. Readers will
find over 1000 phrases, sayings, mottoes, and proverbs, translated with examples of usage and fascinating citations and explanations of their first occurrence. A detailed A-Z appendix lists all
Latin authors from Augustine to Virgil, together with details of their life and work. A thematic index offers immediate access to the maxims and phrases relating to such topics as death,
betrayal, gossip, love, and money. A Dictionary of Latin Words and Phrases will be an entertaining and instructive source of information for word lovers of all varieties, from the crossword
aficionado to speech-writers, historians, literature buffs, the savvy general reader, and anyone properly curious about Latin's influence on English.

Cambridge Latin Course
As straightforward and easy to follow as a Roman road, this is the most accessible guide to both the language and the literature of one of the greatest empires the world has known. Starting
from basics, it covers all the essential grammar and vocabulary you need to decipher Latin for yourself, before going on to bring Rome's greatest writers back to life through superb audio
recordings, available online. Suitable for complete beginners and improvers alike and makes an ideal companion to the best-selling Collins Latin Dictionary & Grammar. As well as a
comprehensive introduction to Latin grammar and usage, it offers an insight into the works of key poets and thinkers. Accompanying recordings of every extract are available online, so you
can hear how the texts should sound and can perhaps try reading them aloud yourself. There is ample background information on Roman life and culture along with plenty of exercise
material to test your progress as you go. You will also learn about words derived from Latin and the commonest Latin phrases still in use in English today. All this means that you'll be wellversed in one of the greatest linguistic influences on modern English.

Wheelock's Latin 7th Edition
You will find in this book frequent English words that share the same root. Therefore, you will find it is very easy to relate different English words to the common root and remember its
meaning. Example: port is a Latin root and it means "to move" or "to carry." The English words that include this root are: transport, portable, teleportation, deport, export, rapport, support,
portfolio, import, important, porter, report. All these words include the meaning of carry or move. You can add thousands of words in English by learning just the 100 most used Greek and
Latin roots. Learning word roots from Latin and Greek helps you understand the origins of English grammar and spelling. So, by learning these, the forms and patterns of English will become
clearer to you. By studying roots, you're opening your brain up to understand many other languages, not just English. In this book you ́ll find a great guide to English root words and how to
use them. Purchase this book and start learning and understanding more English than ever!

Henle Latin Second Year
The home of trusted Latin dictionaries for everyday language learning. A handy and affordable Latin to English and English to Latin dictionary for everyday use, including guidance on Latin
grammar and insights into Roman culture. The clear layout allows for fast and easy access when you most need it. Ideal for use at home, in the office or in the classroom. More than 60,000
words and phrases and 80,000 translations. Extensive coverage of Latin for school exams, general reference and legal requirements. Contains a useful supplement of Latin verb
conjugations, noun declensions, verbal nouns and adjectives, and irregular verbs making this the ideal revision aid. There is helpful coverage of Latin numbers, dates, money and measures
and a list of key events in Roman history.

Latin Language and Roman Culture
Expanded edition of the classic Latin-English dictionary features more than seventy thousand words and phrases, a classical and ecclesiastical pronunciation guide, and a listing of
mythological, geographical, and historical names.

Swords Around The Throne
"Essential vocabulary, clear translations, usage and grammar help in this Latin-English dictionary."--Publisher's description.

Latin to GCSE
He found Rome made of clay and left it made of marble. As Rome’s first emperor, Augustus transformed the unruly Republic into the greatest empire the world had ever seen. His
consolidation and expansion of Roman power two thousand years ago laid the foundations, for all of Western history to follow. Yet, despite Augustus’s accomplishments, very few
biographers have concentrated on the man himself, instead choosing to chronicle the age in which he lived. Here, Anthony Everitt, the bestselling author of Cicero, gives a spellbinding and
intimate account of his illustrious subject. Augustus began his career as an inexperienced teenager plucked from his studies to take center stage in the drama of Roman politics, assisted by
two school friends, Agrippa and Maecenas. Augustus’s rise to power began with the assassination of his great-uncle and adoptive father, Julius Caesar, and culminated in the titanic duel
with Mark Antony and Cleopatra. The world that made Augustus–and that he himself later remade–was driven by intrigue, sex, ceremony, violence, scandal, and naked ambition. Everitt has
taken some of the household names of history–Caesar, Brutus, Cassius, Antony, Cleopatra–whom few know the full truth about, and turned them into flesh-and-blood human beings. At a time
when many consider America an empire, this stunning portrait of the greatest emperor who ever lived makes for enlightening and engrossing reading. Everitt brings to life the world of a giant,
rendered faithfully and sympathetically in human scale. A study of power and political genius, Augustus is a vivid, compelling biography of one of the most important rulers in history.

War at the Edge of the World
The leading Latin course worldwide Book I begins in the city of Pompeii shortly before the eruption of Vesuvius. Book I is full colour throughout, with a clear layout of stories and language
notes. Featuring a glossary for quick reference and comprehension questions, the book also includes a full explanation of language points and grammar practice exercises.

Collins Latin Dictionary Plus Grammar
Collins Robert French Dictionary
Collins Latin Dictionary Plus Grammar
Cambridge Latin Grammar
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For nearly sixty years, Wheelock's Latin has remained the opitmus liber of beginning Latin textbooks. When Professor Frederic M. Wheelock's Latin first appeared in 1956, the reviews
extolled its thoroughness, organization, and conciseness; one reviewer predicted that the book "might well become the standard text" for introducing students to elementary Latin. Now, nearly
six decades later, that prediction has certainly proved accurate. This new edition of Wheelock's Latin has all of the features, many of them improved and expanded, that have made it the
bestselling single-volume beginning Latin textbook: 40 chapters with grammatical explanations and readings drawn from the works of Rome's major prose and verse writers; Self-tutorial
exercises, each with an answer key, for independent study; An extensive English–Latin/Latin–English vocabulary section; A rich selection of original Latin readings—unlike other Latin
textbooks, which contain primarily made-up texts; Etymological aids, maps, and dozens of images illustrating aspects of the classical culture and mythology presented in the chapter readings.
Also included are expanded notes on the literary passages, comments on vocabulary, and translation tips; new comprehension and discussion questions; and new authentic classical Latin
readings, including Roman graffiti, in every chapter.

Collins Gem Latin Dictionary
Extensive coverage of Latin in a compact, durable and portable format for maximum ease of use. Comes with a grammar and Latin verse supplement and details on Roman life and culture. *
Extensive coverage of Latin for exams, general reference and legal requirements. * A handy supplement of Latin verb conjugations, noun declensions, verbal nouns and adjectives, and
irregular verbs is the ideal revision aid. * The clear layout ensures that you can find the information you want quickly and easily. * Helpful supplements cover Latin grammar and verse plus
information on key events in Roman history, numbers, dates and geographical names.

Collins Latin Concise Dictionary, Second Edition
The greatest name in foreign language dictionaries is Cassell, the preeminent publisher of dictionaries for over 120 years. For fast, easy reference and comprehensive listings, Cassell's
Concise Latin-English, English-Latin Dictionary is unbeatable. It contains in concise form the words most frequently used in scholarly and academic usage. Cassell's Concise Latin-English,
English-Latin Dictionary is easy to read and full of complete usage information that's simple to access. This invaluable volume, backed by the world's foremost language authority, is the most
effective concise dictionary available to the Latin language.

Workbook for Wheelock's Latin, 3rd Edition, Revised
The classic, single–volume introductory Latin textbook, introduced in 1956 and still the bestselling and most highly regarded textbook of its kind. Wheelock's Latin, sixth edition, revised, has
all the features that have made it the best–selling single–volume beginning Latin textbook, many of them revised and expanded: o 40 chapters with grammatical explanations and readings
based on ancient Roman authors o Self–tutorial exercises with an answer key for independent study o An extensive English–Latin/ Latin–English vocabulary section o A rich selection of
original Latin readings –– unlike other textbooks which contain primarily made–up Latin texts o Etymological aids Also includes maps of the Mediterranean, Italy and the Aegean area, as well
as numerous photographs illustrating aspects of classical culture, mythology, and historical and literary figures presented in the chapter readings. o The leading self–tutorial Latin program.
Also great for college and accelerated high school courses. o Wheelock's Latin is the top–selling Latin reference in the US. o Interest and enrolments in Latin have been steadily rising in the
U.S. for the past 20 years. One–half million people are currently enrolled in Latin classes, and at least 10,000 teachers, professors and graduate assistants are teaching the language in
America.

Collins Latin Dictionary
The chief aim of this primer is to give the student, within one year of study, the ability to read ecclesiastical Latin. Collins includes the Latin of Jerome's Bible, of canon law, of the liturgy and
papal bulls, of scholastic philosophers, and of the Ambrosian hymns, providing a survey of texts from the fourth century through the Middle Ages. An "Answer Key" to this edition is now
available. Please see An Answer Key to A Primer of Ecclesiastical Latin, prepared by John Dunlap.

Harper Collins Latin Concise Dictionary
Newly designed and laid out for maximum ease of use, this title offers the student of Latin the essential two-in-one reference: a comprehensive dictionary and a user-friendly grammar in one
handy volume.

A Dictionary of Latin Words and Phrases
With over 60,000 references and 80,000 translations, this new edition of Collins Gem Latin Dictionary provides extensive coverage of Latin and English and offers in–depth treatment of all the
vocabulary students need to take them through their exams. Extensive coverage of exam vocabulary Clear, attractive typography for quick and easy access

Collins Latin Pocket Dictionary
Collins French Dictionary & Grammar is an up-to-date dictionary and a user-friendly grammar guide in one handy volume. Colour headwords, cultural notes and an easy-to-use grammar
section make this the ideal book for intermediate learners. Collins French Dictionary & Grammar is designed for all intermediate learners of French, whether at school, at home, or for
business. 96,000 references and 136,000 translations will help those learning French take their language skills to the next level. This edition of Collins French Dictionary & Grammar has been
revised and updated to offer extensive and relevant coverage of today's English and French, with thousands of phrases and examples guiding the user to the most appropriate translation. A
comprehensive grammar guide presents detailed examples and translations to help users to understand French grammar -- the perfect complement to the dictionary. The clear Collins
typography gives the text a contemporary feel, and along with the new alphabet tabs, ensures that users find the information they need quickly and easily. Log on to
www.collinslanguage.com and access our free online French dictionary. Some of the other titles available in the Collins French dictionary range are Collins Gem French Dictionary, Collins
Pocket French Dictionary, and Collins Concise French Dictionary -- giving users all the help they need.

Oxford English Dictionary
Developed as part of the 'Collins Education' stream, this dictionary is small for learners of Latin, and comes with an index of geographical names. Have confidence - it offers coverage of Latin
and English. Get it right - has a handy supplement of Latin verbs and nouns.

Collins Latin Pocket Dictionary
Once a soldier in an elite legion from the Danube, newly promoted centurion Aurelius Castus now finds himself stuck in Britain’s provincial backwater. But when the king of the Picts, the
savages beyond Hadrian’s Wall, dies under mysterious circumstances, Castus is selected to command the bodyguard of a Roman envoy sent to negotiate with the barbarians. What starts as
a simple diplomatic mission ends in bloody tragedy, and soon Castus and his men are fighting for their lives—and it isn’t long before the legionnaire discovers that nothing about his doomed
mission was ever what it seemed. The first book in Ian James Ross’s Twilight of Empire series, War at the Edge of the World is an exciting debut from an author as gifted at telling a story as
he is at bringing the Late Roman Empire to life.

Wheelock's Latin, 6th Edition Revised
All the words and phrases you need -- in Latin and English. Also inlcudes guidance on Latin grammar, and an insight into Roman history and culture.
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